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for
LIGHT PATH RESOURCES
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PROBLEM FORMULATION: The earth is undergoing a tremendous
upliftment in consciousness through these next few decades and
a great many people need spiritually oriented assistance in
dealing with the changes that are taking place within themselves.
Many are looking for outside assistance to help them deal with
what is occurring and many more will be needing such assistance
as these changes accelerate.
SOLUTION: Many individuals and organizations are being made
available for such assistance, one of which is Light Path
Resources, hereinafter periodically referred to as the Corporation.
The term 'Light Path' can be interpreted on a variety of levels.
The further one progresses with the resources being provided, the
more meaning this term assumes. Likewise, the term 'Resources'
refers to the Church/Ministry founders, the spiritual guides
behind these founders, as well as the inner resources within each
individual.
MISSION: To bring awareness of spiritual principles to daily
living.
PURPOSES
GENERAL: To participate, do and engage in any and all activities
of a free church consistent with the U.S Constitution, so as to
promote our Mission and all other purposes.

SPECIFIC:
(a) establish a spiritually oriented organization to
accomplish spiritual counseling and healing, to promote the
spiritual self-empowerment teachings of and concerning
Quest/The Buddha Consciousness and complimentary works
on a world-wide basis;
(b) perform research into and document, to the extent
possible, new or advanced concepts of human behavior
through non-traditional means;
(c) to provide, to the extent possible, books, tapes, videos
and other devices, conduct seminars, workshops, individual
counseling, etc., to teach and support all of the above;
(d) to provide small-scale grants to those it considers
worthy, and;
(e) to serve as examples of personal living.
Ultimately, the Purpose of this Free Church is to make these
materials available to anyone in the world, for as long as
resources are available.
LEGAL STRUCTURE
Although the term "church" had/has a somewhat "odious" taste to
it, after a review of IRS literature, it was determined that a
church has no business or need to "register" with either a given
State or with the IRS, where the organization's autonomy is freely
and needlessly given away to government regulation and control.
It was, therefore, decided to become what is generally called a
"free church," as authorized by the U.S. Constitution. Such a
status is automatically recognized as a non-profit and does not
sacrifice it's capability to accept donations in that capacity.
Obtaining an EIN from the IRS, simply for the purpose of
establishing bank and/or investment accounts, has been
researched and determined to not impact a Free-Church status.
FUNCTIONS
The Church has accomplished many classes, workshops,
occasional seminars, individual spiritual counseling and healing,
group sessions, with and without the auspices of The Buddha
Consciousness. Using the transcribed material from these
activities in which The Buddha Consciousness or other guides
participated, self-help books were produced. After many years of

unsuccessfully attempting to publish these materials in a
conventional manner, they have been converted to web-based
materials and were offered for free to anyone in the world that
can benefit, as have the Church and Ministry founders.
LOCATION & FACILITIES
The central location of the business shall be the residence of the
Director. The respective books, articles and supplemental
materials are currently on the website buddha-consciousness.org,
with supplemental materials on light-path-resources.org and
military truth.org (hereinafter referred to as the websites).
FUNDING
The principal source of funding is anticipated to be from modest
contributions from the resources of the Director. These
contributions are, of course, considered donations to a non-profit.
The Corporation's fiscal year is the same as the calendar year
used in the United States. In the long run, upon the originating
Director's transition, all remaining estate funds are to be set
aside for the continued maintenance and upkeep of the website.
KEY PERSONNEL
The Church founders are Diane and Don Chapin, Don having
survived Diane's transition on Jan 17, 2004.




Diane was the vehicle for The Universal Oneness, The Buddha
Consciousness (TBC) and The Physicians (TP). Diane's main
focus was on theocentric/spiritual counseling and healing,
seminars and workshops. She had an academic background in
the medical (psychology) field, in addition to fifteen years of
training and experience for this work.
Don works with theocentric/spiritual counseling, spiritual
healing, and with the productions side of the business. As an
aerospace engineer, Don has backgrounds in program
management, systems (and multidiscipline) engineering,
research and development, computer programming, marketing
analysis, business consulting, and some sales and publishing.

ORGANIZATION
Light Path Resources was originally started by Diane and Don as
The Ministry of Healing Light in Santa Rosa, CA in Jan 1991 as a
Delaware Corp. After their return from Hong Kong, they changed

the name of the organization to Light Path Productions in April
1993. Organizationally, it has gone through various forms, with
the current name, "Light Path Resources," agreed upon on June
29, 1995 and formally 'installed' on July 1, 1995, finally evolving
as a Free Church And Ministry. The originating Director for the
Free Church And Ministry is Don Chapin. The term "World Wide"
was only added, along with the originating-country website suffix
of ".us" when the website was initiated. Initial web URLs reserved
for use were "lprww.org," "lprww.com, "lprww.net," and
"lprww.info.
Upon Don Chapin's transition, the Succeeding Trustee of The
Light Path Trust will determine the next Director and the
succession, thereafter.
COMPETITION
Although this is supposed to be a major topic in a Business Plan,
the term 'competition' is, in the eyes of the Church founders, a
poor word to use in view of the tremendous need for such
materials around the world. However, it has also been seen that
conventional psychologists and therapists have not been able to
address the deeper issues of those that need assistance which the
theocentric or spiritual can provide. While there were others
marketing somewhat related material, there were few known to
offer the range of spiritual counseling, healing, deeply
spiritualized information offered from the Buddhaconsciousness.org website at this time.
From the book content "salability" standpoint, the works of Joel
Goldsmith or Alice Bailey might be the closest (which is a severe
problem when all conventional publishers are only looking for
"the big one").
For that reason, once Diane transitioned, Don consolidated the
materials she had ‘brought through’ and turned that material into
eleven self-published books with Diane K. Chapin as the author,
selecting Booklocker.com as the publisher.
MARKET
The market for both services and products is literally world-wide,
and is drawn from ALL ages. Because of the universal nature of

the material, the highly spiritual nature of the products and the
lack of detailed similar-product market comparisons, it is not
possible to forecast a dollar value for the books resulting from
this enterprise, except to state that it could be considerable. A
number of countries have been identified for potential interest,
with some key demographic information on each.
SERVICES/PRODUCTS
Appendix I provides the list of the books that were eventually
published.
It should be noted that we promote "services" above that of
"products."
Discussions are also always open to be conducted with other
parties for the potential distribution of additional works of
similar content and philosophy.
BOOKS - They are presented in a progressive-learning
manner, in the Buddha Consciousness books, followed by the
two Universal Oneness books. The book formats remain the
same across the series. Both the cover and contents, in
paper or on the web, are to reflect good taste and quality
products at all times.
BOOK CONTROL - Copyright against commercial
reproductions of any kind.
BOOK MATERIALS PRESENTATION and DISTRIBUTION Based upon the last private reading session before Diane's
transition, the books and all other materials to be processed
are all being provided via links from this website. They are,
however, being presented in a progressive order so that they
become teaching/learning tools. Any "examinations" on the
materials are strictly within each reader's capabilities to
apply the techniques presented and to look within for any
"measurable progress."
MAJOR DISTRIBUTOR - established via Booklocker with six
outlets
INVENTORY - not applicable, since they are all print-on –
demand/POD

ADVERTISING - Earlier attempts to advertise The Buddha
Consciousness work (Hong Kong, Santa Rosa, CA and Reno,
NV) and books in the form of mini-books (Light Path
Productions, Santa Rosa) resulted in a virtually COLD
reception. Therefore, it has been decided that it is best to
advertise these works by word-of-mouth, and by signs on an
RV traveling along the NW coast, with some assist from
search engine registration and social networking.
TRANSLATIONS - (no longer applicable)
MARKETING PLAN - The 'marketing niche' is ANYONE in the
world that is interested in advancing their own level of selfempowerment and spirituality in a self-help manner. The
"ultimate customer" is anyone in any country.

APPENDIX I
From LIGHT PATH RESOURCES
Original Books by The Buddha Consciousness and The Universal
Oneness
(before additional classes conducted in Hong Kong and, later,
Reno, NV)
Back-Cover descriptions;

A Modern View of God
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness
Category: Spirituality And Psychology:Philosophy, 142 pages
The first book of a 13-volume spiritual development series

This first book of the spiritual development series, presents topics such as: Intellect and
Intuition, Life Path Directions, Cause and Effect, The Nature Of God, Enlightenment,
The Spiritual Unification Of The World, Love, Using Light In Your Life, Beauty In The
Life, Living Your Own Holiness and The Christmas Light.

Living Life Radiantly - Tools for Personal
Development
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness

http://booklocker.com/books/7860.html
Category: Spirituality And Psychology:Philosophy, 166 pages

After her demanding seven-year training period, Diane Chapin brings through The Buddha
Consciousness to present, in this second book of a progressive-development series, many nonsectarian, simple, yet fundamental and meaningful tools which, as you use them, initiates
subtle, then more dramatic changes in your outlook and manner of dealing with the world.
Among the topics covered in this book are understanding your heart, God as light, personal
color (what is your’s, for example?), plus a spiritually oriented meditation comparable to (and in
some ways more powerful than) TM, faith & devotion, lack vs. abundance, beliefs & belief
clusters, a belief replacement process, thoughts and attitudes, a powerful process for
manifesting and more, with many guided meditations.

Life Through Self Empowerment
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness
Category: Spiritual Development, 192 pages
Book three of Diane Chapin’s Spiritual Development series presents a variety of new insights
aimed at increasing our concepts of self-empowerment by helping to create an internal
atmosphere through on-going process of managing our lives with purpose, intent and
ability, fostering the spirituality that is at the core of our being. As this essential core grows,
our regard for ourselves and our whole world increases and internal happiness becomes the key
element for each moment. Specific topics include:




accessing energy
intuition
free will




spirit guides and
angels
free will




intuition
pets and “wild”
animals






personality and ego
non-attachment
prosperity and
abundance
co-creation





going beyond
metaphysics into
true spiritual
development
core changes

A Path to the Inner Self
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness
Category: Spiritual Development,146 pages
Book four of this series presents some major topics including:







spiritual vision
self-illumination
understanding yourself
mastership
Earth in transition
opening to access Universal Energy.





telepathy
dreams
understanding your
dreams and life
management

“Your planet has uplifted enormously over these last few years and we are encouraged by all that
we see. The consciousness of humankind is evolving and unfolding to a point where the connecting
link between individuals extends to the realization of human values that must change and are
changing.”“You live in a plentiful world. It is only for you to see through lack of plenty as a
collective idea and look to the truth… that you are spiritual beings in light and in progression
through incarnations that are meant to serve you. Incarnations were not meant to be mundane
experiences, they were meant to be unfolding spiritual journeys. But there is not a realization of that
as we see humankind waiting to be awakened.”
“Those things that bring you happiness, creative expression and joy should be the contents of your
life, not what satisfies the ideals that are superimposed upon you by what you have been told.”
“For all of you, your true path is to begin to love yourselves today as spiritual beings and to value
yourselves. Begin to seek that which brings you deep joy and happiness and, from that, let all of the
rest evolve in your prayers and meditations. You can have it all, but you must learn what that means
to you as an individual and proceed from that understanding.”

Life Through Creating Mastership On Earth
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness
Category: Spiritual Development,144 pages
This book includes lead-in chapters entitled The Nature Of The Universe, Letting Go Of
Perfection, Without & Within and Spontaneity. It is the four-chapter sub-series labeled The
Eternity Series that provides an extremely impacting and expanding experience, leaving the reader
wondering “what could possibly come next?” Includes several guided meditations that can be
experienced singly or in groups.

Life On Schoolhouse Earth
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness
Category: Spiritual Development, 350 pages
This is the sixth book of a progressive spiritual development series, presents a unique global
perspective to living on the earth plane from a spiritual perspective by Diane Chapin. It was
originally subtitled “A New Way to View the Human Condition” and that is really what it is. Some
of the topics covered include: (What is) Schoolhouse Earth?; birth, rebirth and karma; psyche,
psychic and spiritual development; adjustment, attunement & vibration; luck; the family
constellation; male and female incarnations and relationships; children of the world (discussing
characteristics and parenting for both the gifted and challenged); power and authority; living life as
a meditation; schoolhouse earth in its natural phase; you as the connecting link and an extensive

question & answer list from the various presentations, covering over 60 general-interest topics and
follow-up questions.
“The purpose of this Schoolhouse Earth series is 1) “To begin to help you see yourselves
differently… to see yourselves spiritually; to begin to free yourself from the cycle of rebirth on the
Earth plane through the concept of nonattachment, to teach you to love one another more fully, and
give you some insight into yourselves.” And 2) shed light on a different way for each to understand
and deal with your life. It is intended to uplift you and show you another side of life, to show you
the value of forgiveness and, certainly, to shed some light on the issue of human incarnation.”

Spiritual Healing: A New Way to View the
Human Condition
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness
Category: Spiritual Development, 324 pages
Book number seven in Diane Chapin’s Spiritual Development Series, “Spiritual Healing: A New
Way to View the Human Condition” is, indeed, exactly that. While addressing specific parts of
the human body from a functional standpoint, The Buddha Consciousness, channeled through
Diane, emphasizes the difference behind a technician and a true healer, beginning with a strong
emphasis on self-healing before working on others. Just as in the Western conventional medical
communities, while there are many technical healers in energy healing practices today, there is an
appreciable difference between a technical healer and a truly “connected,” effective healer. Who is
a technician? Who is a true healer? What is it that makes that difference? With Diane also having
been a spiritual healer, some transcribed private reading sessions have also been included.

The Light Path
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness
Category: Spiritual Development, 290 pages
In Book eight of the Spiritual Development series, The Buddha Consciousness, through Diane
Chapin, provides direct examples of Masterful actions with a multitude of guided meditations
(twenty, in all). Examples of ‘clarifying’ religious dogma:
“This is the step into magic, the step into making your life sparkle.” “…this book is about broad
steps that take you beyond the human condition…”
“Part of receiving all of the gifts of the earth is in sharing them. This is the idea behind tithing …
the initiation of that idea was that you share your light and energy. So, when you do your

meditation for the advancement of your goals, for prosperity and well-being, always return what has
been given to you as a blessing back to the Universe…”
“If you are working with energy, then your purpose is to bring about the positive energy, not to
entertain the negative. This is how the concept of the devil came about, an idea of naming that
negative energy and putting off on that energy what humans don’t want, to “own” your own
responsibilities. So, historically you have created something so that you could feel victimized by the
energy that you, as individuals, were putting out for yourselves. This is a very neat trick and it has
worked well. Now the idea is to get beyond that.”
“When your heart truly wishes something, then you have conviction, purpose and intent… all of the
elements that are so important in creating in your life: Clarity, conviction, purpose and intent.”

Advanced Keys For Life Management
A channeling from The Buddha Consciousness
Category: Spiritual Development, 270 pages
Book number nine of Diane Chapin’s Spiritual Development series includes:
1. Invaluable information and methods for the use of light & energy expanding your
consciousness and spiritual advancement through Grace and into Unity
Consciousness… information that is DIRELY needed by all of humanity as Earth
transitions into other dimensions.
2. A personal experience of the effects of living in Unity Consciousness
3. A large selection of high-interest-topic quotes from throughout the first nine books
4. A stand-alone meditation/exercise to enhance the practitioner’s connection to (or awareness
of) Source
As in other books in this series, while not intentional, authoritative refutation of various earthplane-developed church doctrines.This last material to be presented by The Buddha Consciousness
(TBC) through Diane is essentially a graduate course in learning to live a more spiritualized
existence through and within Unity Consciousness. From TBC: “The concepts in this book must be
deeply absorbed over time and can bring about a tremendous shift in your awareness: That you are
a Magical Being – not as a spiritual IDEA that you read about, or an abstract concept to be
contemplated as philosophy, but that – YOU ARE A MAGICAL BEING IN REALITY. Your
consciousness, your awareness opens gradually to a massive change in your understanding and
experience. Advanced Keys for Life Management can show you new ways to manage your life as a
Magical Being… as a spiritual adult.”
=====================

The Spiritual Heart
A channeling from The Universal Oneness
Category: Spiritual Development,134 pages
In presenting basic spiritual principles in a manner and tone reminiscent of Edgar Cayce (who
Diane also channeled briefly), some quite basic church dogma is challenged. Chronologically, this
is the very first book in our series (although presented as number ten, with numbers ten and eleven
being from The Universal Oneness), presented to Diane by her ‘training guides’ even before The
Buddha Consciousness ‘appeared,’ with “A Modern View of God.”
“The Spiritual Heart” goes back to the basics, not of church doctrine, but of fundamentals
that are important to the spiritual development of each of us, and introduces the concept of
personal color as a meditation tool.
“The Law is infinite… that is, it does not know bounds or boundaries and does not act in a way that
you may believe possible, for energy flows through the Universe in many vibrational states
bringing, for all, that which is visible and invisible.”
“Give up the notion that you are in some way less than you should be, for that brings about self
impoverishment…impoverishment of the soul, the Spirit, and the heart.”
“…you must understand that there is no evil, except in the self hypnosis of the worldly mind.”
“(recognize) that your earthly experience is not divided into sections that are spiritual and nonspiritual, rather, that ALL is spiritual…”

The Heart, The Pathway of Light
A channeling from The Universal Oneness
Category: Spiritual Development, 282 pages
This is the eleventh and last book to come through Diane before she transitioned.
Being the second and last book from her early “training guides,” it is a highly human-oriented
reference to complement the previous spiritual nine books produced from The Buddha
Consciousness. It contains the narrative of a very dramatic and highly unusual change of an eternal
consciousness in Spirit, occurring because of being deeply affected by their involvement with
humanity: “for us to give up our identity as the Universal Oneness, is both thrilling and sad.”
It is also a back-to-basics treatise and sets the stage, for two autobiographical books by Diane’s
widowed spouse… books that describe the spiritual and physiological changes resulting from

exposure to the materials contained in this eleven-book series and how, from a practical, lowlevel-shamanic-like standpoint, Universal Light and Energy can be effectively and practically used.
As an example of the contemporary and highly practical nature of this book: “Mankind must
change, but beyond that, the souls on the earth are spontaneously opening to a greater spirituality.
When this occurs, religion drops away and God becomes a living aspect of the life, for spiritual
truths cannot just be categorized in religion. The spiritual truths of forgiveness, grace and peace,
light and energy, the spiritual truths that you are an aspect of God, the spiritual truth that there is no
beginning and no end. These cannot be contained in a religion.”
*******

